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Abstract
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I. Introduction

The foreign-based multinationals typically have a choice of alternative
modes of entry into the domestic market of developing countries, e.g.,
direct export of goods, foreign direct investment, technology transfer, merg
er or joint venture. These issues are already well documented in the litera
ture. While Caves [1971, 1982], Telesio [1979] and Baranson [1978] discuss
the optimal entry strategies from the perspective of the foreign multination
als, Bardhan [1982], Tang and Yu [1990] and Kabiraj [1993] consider their
implications for domestic welfare. In particular, the paper by Tang and Yu
highlights the conflicts of interests between the foreign-based multination
als and the local government on the issue of optimal entry strategy. Obvi
ously, in all these papers, the multinational companies (MNC henceforth)
are not initially operating in the local market but are looking for an entry.
In this paper we are interested in a situation where a foreign-based MNC
is already operating in the market through its wholly-owned subsidiary and
is now looking forward to an expansion in the same market. To be precise,
we are assuming that the subsidiary of a foreign MNC already existent in
the local market is competing in homogeneous good with other local firms,
and now the foreign firm wants to expand its profits through a bilateral (col
laboration) agreement with a local firm. We consider three alternative col
laboration possibilities, viz, technology transfer, horizontal merger and joint
venture. The foreign firm is assumed to have a superior production technol
ogy and hence we study the possibility of each such bilateral agreement and
the corresponding welfare implication based on the cost differential
between the advanced and the backward firms. Our analysis brings into
focus the role of cost asymmetry in the choice of the collaboration arrange
ment of the MNC.
In a recent paper Marjit, Kabiraj and Mukheijee [1999] consider an oli
gopolistic framework with n advanced firms and m backward firms which
are competing in the same market. That paper studies the role of cost asym
metry and initial market structure to determine the profitability of a bilater
al technology transfer and merger between two asymmetric firms. However,
in their paper the firms have no country specific characterization. Also, Mar
jit et al. do not have any welfare analysis. Our paper, in contrast, takes into
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account domestic welfare analysis in a situation where one of these firms is
foreign based, and is also technologically more advanced. The present
paper then goes on to show the conflict between the local government and
the multinational depending on the cost asymmetry and the number of
firms in the local market. In contrast to Marjit et al., in addition to the possi
bility of technology transfer and merger, we also consider the possibility of a
joint venture formation between the foreign firm and a local firm.
The distinction between the alternative collaboration arrangements is as
follows. In a technology transfer agreement (7), the foreign firm transfers
its superior production knowhow to a backward local firm and charges an
appropriate price (Marjit [1990], Katz and Shapiro [1985]). In the post trans
fer situation both the transferor and the transferee have superior technolo
gies and all the other firms in the industry have backward technology. Thus,
the number of potential competitors in the industry remains unchanged.
In a horizontal merger (M) , the constituent firms lose their independent
identities, and the merged firm, which operates with the superior technolo
gy, is concerned with the joint profit (Salant, Switzer and Reynolds [1983],
Long and Vousden [1995]). So, the number of potential competitors in the
industry is reduced by one.
Under a joint venture (/), the foreign firm and the domestic firm enter
into a contract to form a new firm which will compete in the same market
(Kwoka [1992], Bresnahan and Salop [1986], Reynolds and Snapp [1986]).
The new producing entity operates independently with the superior technol
ogy while its parent firms are competing with their original technologies.
Profits of the venture firm are shared by both the foreign and local firms
entering the contract.
In all the above agreements we assume that the strength of bargaining
power lies with the foreign firm. Hence, it extracts all the surplus resulting
from the collaborating deal, leaving the collaborating domestic firm with its
non-cooperative reservation payoff.
Our purpose is to find the optimal collaboration deal from the perspective
of domestic welfare. As we show, depending on the degree of cost asymme
try it is always profitable for the foreign firm to go for the one or the other
deal; hence our problem is to study which contract or contracts are to be
allowed by the local government to maximize domestic welfare. We have a
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two-stage game where in the first stage the local government takes note of
the profitable agreements from the viewpoint of the foreign firm and accord
ingly asks the foreign firm to form a collaboration which maximizes the sum
of consumers’ surplus and producers’ surplus remaining in the domestic
country. So in the second stage the foreign firm either accepts the welfaremaximizing agreement for expansion or else it decides to stay non-coopera
tive (AO. We solve for sub-game perfect Nash equilibrium of this game by
the method of backward induction.
The general result that follows from our analysis is that, while depending
on the initial degree of cost asymmetry, the foreign firm may want to
choose either a licensing deal, merger or a joint venture, the local govern
ment will generally encourage a new firm joint venture agreement. It is seen
that the foreign firm always prefers to expand its profit via some collabora
tion, rather than to stay non-cooperative, but due to the conflict of objectives
between the social planner and the firm, there may be equilibrium situa
tions where the government may not allow any collaboration or may prevent
a particular form of collaboration.
Before we go to the next section let us provide a discussion on empirical
issues related to the different forms of collaborative agreements. Such col
laborations between multinationals and local firms are clearly visible in less
developed countries like India. For example, there had been a tremendous
increase in the number of technological collaborations between foreign
multinationals and Indian firms during the 80’s. This is quite evident from
the RBI survey on foreign collaborations (First to Fourth Survey, [196885]). One may also look at a host of articles in the Economic and Political
Weekly, Special Number [1985]. These works, based on the case studies,
examine the contractual and policy issues. Bagchi [1987] and Marjit and
Singh [1995] provide analysis on the related issues. The merger activities
are also growing in importance since the beginning of the 80's in India and
elsewhere. Roy [1995] has exemplified mergers between foreign sub

1. The feasibility of each deal is independent of this assumption but the welfare implica
tions will be different under some other assumption of the bargaining strength.
Given that all the local firms are identical, our assumption that the foreign firm takes
all the surplus seems justified if we consider a bidding game.
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sidiaries and Indian firms. In the context of trade liberalization the
increased merger and acquisition activity has been documented, among oth
ers, by Jacquemine [1990] and Globerman [1990].
The most important visible collaborative form of business organization as
we experience in the post-liberalization period in the developing countries is
joint venture. In our paper the joint venture firm competes with the fullyowned subsidiaries of the parent firms. Kwoka [1992] calls this form a new
firm joint venture. Although examples of this form of joint venture are not
many, but not rare. Profit extraction through creating competition is one of
the reasons why the firms may prefer this type of joint venture formation.
Recently Zhao [1997] provides a political-economy approach to the forma
tion of joint ventures. Zhao cites cases of Japanese-US joint ventures which
are similar to our structure.
The next section provides the model and the results. The last section con
cludes the paper. The proofs of all the propositions are provided in the
appendix.

II. Model

We consider an initial {m+\) firms oligopoly industry of a homogeous
good in the domestic market. We assume that out of these m+1 firms, m are
domestic firms which are technologically backward, m > 22. The other firm
is a technologically advanced firm which is a subsidiary of a foreign based
MNC which has full holding of the subsidiary. The firms compete in quanti
ties like Cournot oligopolists. The market demand function is assumed to
be linear and in inverse form. It is given by:
w+l
P = c x - ^ iqi

(2.1)

i=l

where, p is the price of the product and q{ is the demand for the ith firm’s
product.
The production technology is represented by a constant marginal cost

2. We have assumed m > 2 so that even without the foreign firm the local market is an
oligopoly.
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(me henceforth) and there is no other cost of production. The me of produc
tion by the foreign firm is c{and that of each of the domestic firms is c;ct <c
< a.
We discuss the possibility of bilateral technology transfer agreement,
merger and joint venture between the foreign firm and a domestic firm. Let
a be the foreign firm and b{be the ith domestic firm, i = 1, 2,…, myto which

offers one of the three collaborative agreements3. The offer can either be
accepted or rejected by b{. Firm b{will accept the offer if it is better off than
in non-cooperation. In our model b{can not exercise any other power in the
enforcement of the deal.
Under technology transfer we consider a fixed fee contract where a trans
fers its superior technology ct to b{ and charges a lumpsum fee, and after
technology transfer both the buyer and the seller compete in the same
domestic market4. But under bilateral merger, the merging firms reduce to
a single entity, giving up their individual entities forever, which will be pro
ducing at an me, ct. Thus there is a reduction in the number of firms in the
market. But in the case of a joint venture, a new firm is created by the con
tract between a and b{and thereby there are two firms having the advanced
technology in the market whereas the number of domestic firms remains
unchanged. Thus the number of firms will be increased as a result of this
type of joint ventures.
Let n s
kdenote the kth firm’s payoff under state s where s = N, T, M, J; k =
biya ，n; / = 1, 2 , . . m\and n is the new firm formed under joint venture.

The sum of the payoffs of firms a and bi under state s is denoted by n s，i.e.

iv = nsa+ nsbi

(2.2)

where s = N，T，M ，but under/,

nJ=nJa+nJb +nJn.

(2.2)

It may be noted that under M ，we are concerned about U M only, and not
3. As all the backward firms are similar, the deal can be formed by a with any bif i = 1,2，
4. This is a situation where technology is costlessly imitable and a royalty deal is not
optimal (see Rockett [199이).
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its distribution.
We assume ct <c<c where,
c=

쯔

^

(2.4)

2

Given equation (2.1) the above assumption ensures an initial oligopolistic
structure consisting ofm + 1 firms5.
In initial situation the payoffs are given by 77^ =

and

jjN ^ icc-ic +c,) ^g0 the sum of the two firms under non-cooperation is

given by:
nN= n a +FIbi = ------- ^—L.ᅳᅳ^~T7T------- (m + )

2

(2.5)

A. Technology Transfer
A technology transfer agreement between firms a and b{ is profitable
under fixed fee contract iff the sum of their post-transfer payoffs is larger
than that in the pre-transfer situation, i.e., n T
a + I I I > /7 f + 77^ or,

nT>nN

Given equation (2.1) we get

r 2 (a -c l +(m-l)c)2
n T=

2( (m；2)2~

*

’ Vc e (C/: C )
，Vc E [ C ，
C)

(2.6)

where
* _a-\-2cl

<c

(2.7)

5. With one foreign and m domestic firms the local government does not allow the sub
sidiary if its entry in the local market sends all the domestic firms out of the market.
Thus the foreign firm is not allowed if the market reduces into the foreign firm’s
monopoly, i.e., if c > pm(Cj)

i.e.’ if c > (a ^ C/)
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n Tis convex and non-decreasing in c with U T strictly increasing over c g
(ch c*) and constant for c e [c*, c).

The above results follow from the fact that relative to the advanced tech
nology, the backward technology is such that if it is above a critical level
(i.e. ifc> c*9i.e. ifc > p d(c) ，
where pd(cl) is the duopoly price under technolo

gy c), in the post-transfer situation all the firms competing with backward
technology cease to operate, and hence /7r for c e

c) gives the duopoly

collaborating profits whence the two firms under agreement only exist in
the market. However, if the backward technology is not that backward
(c < c*), all m + 1 firms will exist in the market and this is given by n Tfor c
e (ch c*) showing the collaborating profits of the two firms under the licens
ing agreement.
It should be noted that c* is independent of mythe number of backward
firms. This implies that the firms possessing backward technology cease to
operate together given that the backward firms have identical technologies;
naturally when one such firm finds its operation unprofitable, all the other
backward firms’ operation also becomes unprofitable.
Proposition 2.1: 3ctf c* < ct<c such that \/c e (ch ct) a technology transfer
deal is profitable.

If the asymmetry in costs between the advanced firm and the backward
firm is low, then a technology transfer deal is profitable. With very high
degree of cost asymmetry the low cost foreign firm is nearly a monopoly, and
therefore technology transfer will create competition large enough to reduce
joint profits. Thus there exists ct close to c, whereafter technology transfer
deal is not profitable due to the existence of duopoly market for ct > c* and ct <
c. Hence breaking up of the oligopoly structure into a duopoly of the collabo

rating firm is a necessary condition for not having a profitable technology
transfer. Thus \lc g [cu c) is an infeasible zone of technology transfer.
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B. Merger
Now consider the possibility of merger between firms a and b{. We define
a merger between a and

to be profitable iff n M > n N，where n M is the

merged firm’s payoff.
n M = (a - c ,+ (m - l)c )2

(m +1)2

nMis convex and increasing in c (as m > 2).
Proposition 2.2:

3cmsuch that \/c e (cml c) merger between firms a and bi

is profitable.

It states that if the asymmetry in costs between the advanced and the
backward firm is not large then the merger is not profitable. But for high
cost asymmetry bilateral merger is profitable. In this model merger increas
es concentration by dropping inefficient firms. But still bilateral merger is
not profitable if m > 1 (Salant et al，[1983]), because any effort to concen
trate market power through merger by reducing output of the merged firm
is offset by the induced expansion of the rivals’ output outside the merger
making merger unprofitable. Only if cost reduction is sufficiently large,
merger becomes unprofitable for the constituent firms (Long and Vousdon[1995] and Perry and Porter[1985]).6

C. Joint Venture
Lastly we consider the possibility of a joint venture between the firms a
and bi. However this collaboration is different in the sense that a new firm n
is formed. This new firm is also competing in the market along with the
existing m + 1 firms and it has an me, ct . The domestic firm b{entering the
deal is still operating with its backward technology c，if it is profitable.
The joint venture deal between a and b(is defined to be profitable iff

nJa+

6. The above analysis of technology transfer and merger is mostly borrowed from Marjit, Kabiraj and Mukheijee [1996]
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is the profit of the new firm

formed under joint venture and this profit is shared by the collaborating
firms by some fixed rules. Again IJ J is the profit of the collaborating firms
under joint venture.
2 («- (m + l)c / +c)

n J= <
(m+3)2
2(a—
C[)2

(a-3c+ 2c/)'
(m+3)2

V ce (c ;,c )

(2.9)

V c g [c*,c ),

where c*= a +^2C/ . Again, n J is convex and non-decreasing in c, with

nJ

strictly increasing over c e (ch c*) and constant for c g [c \ c ).
The result in the above equation can be interpreted as follows: if the back
ward technology is so backward that all the backward firms have an me
above c\ the critical per unit cost, then other than the two advanced firms
(n and a), all other backward firms cease to exist. Even the domestic firm

entering the deal of joint venture shuts down its backward plant and sur
vives on the profits extracted from the new firm n. However, if the per unit
cost of the domestic firm is lower than c\ the m +2 firms exist in the mar
ket, and

for c e (ch c*) is the sum of collaborating profits of the three

firms participating in joint venture in the above case.
Now, this critical cost level c* is the same as in equation (2.6) under tech
nology transfer, because if the cost is higher than c\ there are only two
firms in the market in both J and

T regimes. Thereby, W

and /7r for

c g [c\

c) gives the same joint profit in the duopoly market.

Proposition 2.3: If m = 2, then 크야.，ct < Cj< c* such that \/c g {cjy ct) f a joint

venture deal is profitable，and i f m > 3 ，then \/c g (cb ct) ，a joint venture
deal is always profitable.
If the technology difference between the advanced firm and the backward
firm is very high, then a joint venture deal is not profitable, irrespective of
the number of firms in the market. This is so because in such a case, the
advanced firm is nearly a monopoly and would prefer near monopoly profits
rather than the profits drawn in a duopoly situation due to joint venture deal.
Thus, there exists a ct (same as in technology transfer), close to c, after
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which the joint venture deal is not profitable. Again, as a result of a new effi
cient firm in the market, profitability of the firm increases. The concentra
tion of the market decreases, increasing the competition in the market,
thereby reducing individual output and profit. Usually there being many
firms, the individual loss due to the increase in the number of firms is offset
by the efficiency gain - making the joint venture profitable. If however the
efficiency gain is not much and the number of firms in the market is less,
then the loss of profit due to decrease in concentration outweighs all other
effects and thereby makes the joint venture unprofitable. Now we study the
relative profitability of the three alternative bilateral agreements. Using the
above propositions we deduce the following result.
Corollary 2.1：Ifm = 2, then (1) 3c e (cb Cj), where only technology transfer
is profitable, (2) 3c e (c^ c j ，where technology transfer and joint venture
are profitable but not merger7，(3) 3c e (cm> ct), where all the three collabo
ration modes are profitable, (4) 3c

e

(ct, c)，where only merger is prof

itable. However ifm > 3, then (1) 3c e (cb cm) ，where technology transfer
and joint venture are profitable, (2) 3c e (cm，ct) ，where technology trans
fer, merger and joint venture are all profitable, (3) 3c e (ct, c)，where only
merger is profitable.

The above results are shown in Figures 1 and 2.

D. Profit-Maximizing Collaboration of the Foreign Firm
From the above corollary we are now in a position to conclude the opti
mal (i.e. profit-maximizing) choice of the collaboration form of the foreign
firm when the local government has no-intervention policy. First of all note
that for any cost situation of the backward firm, the MNC has at least one
form of the collaboration which is profitable to go for, and hence the MNC
first finds the profitable options available to it. This is shown in column 2 of
tables 1 and 2. Then out of the available options it will choose the one which
7. Using Marjit, Kabiraj and Mukheijee [1996] result, cm= — ~^'^2m +3)^z+^ ~
for m = 2 we can show that at

Cm, T1J > IJN and hence cm> Cj.
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gives him maximum profit. This is given in column 3 of the tables. Hence
we have following propositions.
Proposition 2.4: Suppose there is no intervention policy of the local govern
ment. Then:
(1) If m = 2，then \/c e (ch c*), technology transfer is most profitable for the
foreign firm. Again, 크서，c*< c1< ct such that \/c e [c\ c1)，joint venture and
technology transfer are equally the most profitable options and Vc e (c1, c)y
merger is the most profitable option.
(2) If m > 3，then, 크cr2，ct< c2 < cm，such that \/c e (ch c2), joint venture is
the best option for the MNC and \/c e (c2，c*)f technology transfer gives the
maximum profit. Again, 크?， < ? < ctf such that \/c e (c\ c), joint venture
and technology transfer are equally good and \/c e (c9c), merger is most prof
itable.

It follows that the cost asymmetry between the advanced and the back
ward firms plays a vital role in determining the collaboration technique of the
foreign firm if collaboration is profitable. If there are only few domestic firms
and a very low cost differential exists, then technology transfer is the best
option for the MNC. However if the cost asymmetry is higher, (so that all the
backward firms leave the market), then joint venture and technology transfer
are equally profitable. But if the initial cost difference is such that a near
monopoly of the MNC, it will be profitable for it to go for a merger.
However, if there is an oligopolistic structure in the domestic market with
a large number of firms, then for a lower cost differential, a joint venture is
most profitable. If the cost differential is higher, licensing gives the maxi
mum profit. Again, if all the backward firms leave the market, then licensing
and joint venture are equally profitable. And lastly, in case of a near monop
oly of the foreign firm, merger is the best option.
Thus we observe that in the absence of intervention by the local govern
ment, in no case does the foreign firm decide to stay non-cooperative and
would rather prefer collaboration of some form to increase its profits.
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E. Welfare Analysis
So far we have discussed the outcome of the second stage game and now
we are concerned with the first stage problem, viz., the domestic welfare
maximization. Hence our problem is to find out the optimal form of collabo
ration to be allowed by the local government, given the optimal behavior of
the foreign firm. The government observes all the profitable collaboration
modes of the foreign firm and then dictates the foreign firm to accept the
mode which is welfare maximizing. Obviously, it may not be the best for the
foreign MNC. It is also possible in equilibrium that no collaboration occurs.
In our analysis domestic welfare consists of consumer surplus and profits
of the local firms. We assume that the full profit of the foreign firm is
extracted away from the country, and there is no tax-subsidy policy of the
local government. We also assume that the foreign firm has all the bargain
ing power in any agreement so that the whole surplus is taken away by the
foreign firm, leaving the local firm only with what it earns under non-coop
eration situation.
Let Ws denote the welfare of the domestic country under state s, where s
J or M. Then, Ws = (CS)S+ (PS)S，where (CS)Sis the consumers’ sur
= N, T，

plus under state s and (PS)Sis the producers’ surplus under state s which is
actually the profit of the local firms staying back in the country. Given the
demand function as in equation (2.1) the consumers’ surplus under state s is
given by (CS)S= 0.5께 where qsis the industry output under state s.
Under non-cooperation there are m domestic firms in the market and
profits of the m firms form the producers’ surplus. Thus the initial welfare is
given by,
wn

= ((m + ^ a - m c - c ,)2 + m ja - lc + c^2

_

2(m + 2)2

ᅳ (m + i f ᅳ

where WNis declining and convex in c.
In case of technology transfer, there are m domestic firms of which m -1
are backward firms and one is an advanced firm. But this advanced firm’s
excess profit is extracted by a lump-sum fee, such that it is left with only the
non- cooperative profit. Thus the welfare under regime T is given by:
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2 (a - c /)2
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(m+2)2

(m -l)(a-3c-2c/)2 + (a- 2 c+ c/)2

(m+2)2

(m+2)2
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V c e (c / , c

(2.11)

VCE[C/,C*)

The above equation gives the welfare in the m + l market structure and
duopoly market structure respectively in the technology transfer case.
Proposition 2.5: For m = 2，3cl, ct < cl < c* such that Vc e (cl, ct), technol
ogy transfer gives more welfare than noncooperation. However, for m > 3 y

Vc g (cb ct), technology transfer is welfare increasing.
In case of a technology transfer, there is a transformation of a backward
firm into an efficient firm. So if there are large number of firms in the mar
ket, the efficiency gain is always welfare increasing. However if the efficien
cy gain is not much in case of small number of firms, the loss of profits of
the non-collaborating backward firms becomes dominant and outweighs the
efficiency gain. Thus the resultant effect may be welfare decreasing.
We have already noted that a merger is profitable over Vc

e

(cm, c) ，and

hence the welfare over this range.
1)—(m—l)c —c, )2 +( m—
2(m+l)2

2c+c, )2 +(Of—
(m+l)2

)2

(2 12)

(m+2)2

WMis quadratic, decreasing, continuous and convex in c.

Proposition 2.6: For m <4,\/c e (cm, c), the welfare under non-cooperation
is more than the welfare under merger. For m > 4, 3cw, cm< cw< c\ such
that \lc g (cm, c j a merger gives more welfare than in non-cooperation
and Vc g (cW
9 c)r non-cooperative structure gives more welfare than in
merger.

The new firm under merger will typically reduce its output below the
combined output of its constituent firms. As a result, industry price should
increase if the cost reduction is not high. But the non-participants will then
expand their output and profit at higher industry price. Thus for the case of
many firms and lower cost differential, the welfare increases. This does not
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work for a few firms. And for higher cost differential the increased profit of
the merging firms is large and is extracted abroad thereby reducing welfare
in the host country.
A joint venture is profitable Vc g (cb ct). Hence the welfare configuration
under joint venture is given by:
^ceic^c*)
*

Vce[c/9c )

(2.13)

The above equation gives the welfare under joint venture respectively in
the m +2 firms and two firm market structure.
Proposition 2.7: For m = 2, \/c e (cjy ct) ，a joint venture deal is welfare
increasing. However, for w > 3, Vc

e

(cb ct) ，a joint venture gives more

welfare than in non-cooperation.

In our case joint venture implies an addition of a new efficient firm in the
market. So efficiency increases and market concentration falls. This results
in an increase in industry output sufficiently which thereby increases
domestic welfare.
Corollary 2.2: For m = 2, See (cb Cj), maximum welfare is attained under
non- cooperative structure; 3c e (cjy c^), only joint venture gives more wel
fare than non-cooperation8; 3c e (c^, ct) ，both technology transfer and joint
venture are welfare increasing; 크

(ct，c), where non cooperation is the

only alternative. For m = 3, 크ee (cb ct) ，where both joint venture and tech
nology transfer are both welfare increasing; 크ee (ct>c), where non cooper
ation persists. For m > 4，크ce (cb cm) where both joint venture and tech
nology transfer generate more welfare; 크ee (cm> cw) where joint venture,

merger and technology transfer are all welfare increasing; 크 c e (cw> ct)
where again only joint venture and licensing are give larger welfare; 크 e e
(ct, c) ywhere non cooperation is a better choice in terms of welfare.
8.

cm<cl< c\ Now WT> WN at cm，and hence cl >cm.
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The above results are clear in Figures 1 and 2. Now we consider the
action of the social planner who maximizes welfare over the profitable alter
natives of collaboration and draw the final result:

Table 1
In the Case of m = 2

Cost of
Backward Firms

Profitable Options

Most Profitable
Option

Welfare
Maximizing Option

T

T

N

T

j

Vce (cm, c*)

T’ J
T’ J’ M

T

Vc G (C*, C1)

T，
J，M

j
T，
J

Vc 6

T’ J’ M

T’ J
M

M

M

Vc G (cb C j)
Vc e

(C j,

cj

( c 1, Ct)

Vc G (ct, c)

Figure 1

n

T:----- , J:— 圓■ ，
M:
Notes; N:........... ，

T，
J
N
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Table 2
In the Case of m > 3

Cost of
Backward Firms
VC G

Profitable Options

Most Profitable
Option

Welfare
Maximizing Option

J
T

J

T，
J

(C b C2)

Vc e (c2, c j
Vce (cm, C*)

T,J
T,J，M

Vc G (c*, t)

T’ J’ M

Vc e (t, ct)

T’J’ M

T,J
M

Vc e (ct, c)

M

M

J

T

J
T，
J
T，
J
N

Figure 2

n

Notes; N:

w

■■,T:

C/

Cm

C

Ct C
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Proposition 2.8: For m = 2,3c e (cb Cj), where no collaboration is possible;
(cb c*)，where joint venture is welfare maximizing; 3c e [c\ct), where

크

both joint venture and technology transfer are welfare maximizing; 크e g
[ct，c)，where again non cooperation gives the maximum welfare. For m >
3, 크

(cb c*)，where joint venture is welfare maximizing; 3c e [c\ ct) ，

where both joint venture and technology transfer are welfare maximizing;
3c e [ct, c), where again non cooperation gives the maximum welfare.

The results of the above proposition are summarized in column 4 of
tables 1 and 2. The above proposition throws light on the scope of some pol
icy intervention of the local government. If there is a conflict of objectives
between the government and the MNC, the government can simply disal
low one particular mode of collaboration which directly results into the wel
fare maximizing collaboration deal. If m = 2, Vc g (ch cm), the government
does not allow technology transfer deal. This leads to noncoperation Vc e
(ch Cj) and joint venture Vc e (cjy c ). If m > 3, Vc e (ch c2) ，the government

does not interfere and the MNC opts for joint venture. Again for m > 3, Vc g
(c2, d

the government intervenes to disallow technology transfer. This will

again result into a joint venture formation. Now irrespective of the number
of firms, Vc g (c\ct) the government allows the MNC to pick its profit max
imizing option, that is either technology transfer or joint venture. But Vc e
(ct, c) government prevents the formation of a merger which result into

non-cooperation. All the options thereby chosen by the foreign firm after
government intervention are welfare maximizing for the local country.

III. Conclusion

We have considered the scenario where there is an oligopolistic domestic
market with some local firms and an MNC subsidiary. The foreign firm has
superior technology and the local firms have identical backward technology.
In our analysis the initial cost differential or asymmetry in technology
between the foreign and domestic firms play the most important role. Over
some range of cost asymmetry, the local government and the foreign MNC
have conflicting interests, but over some other range they have mutually
consistent interests.- In a near monopoly situation of the foreign firm, it
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wants to merge with a local firm to increase profit. But the government does
not allow any such collaboration. Again if the cost differential is so large that
either after licensing or joint venture the market breaks down into a duopoly
of the collaborating firms, these firms prefer joint venture and licensing
equally, and the social planner allows them to go for both options. However,
assuming large number of domestic firms, if the cost difference is very
small, the firms and the government both agree to a joint venture. But for a
sufficiently large cost difference the most profitable mode of collaboration is
licensing. But still a joint venture is formed as per government restrictions.
Assuming a few firms in the market and low cost difference, the govern
ment does not allow any expansion of the foreign firm, although it is prof
itable for the firm to go for licensing. For a higher cost difference, there
being a conflict in objectives for the MNC and the government, a joint ven
ture agreement is formed even though the firm prefers technology transfer
more. Thus an LDC should usually encourage the expansion of an MNC
through a joint venture with a local firm creating a new firm in the market.
In this particular paper certain assumptions are made which can be relaxed
in future analysis. We have assumed the bargaining strength to be fully in
MNC’s hands. Other bargaining processes can also be used. In that case the
extraction of profits outside the domestic country will be less. This would
surely increase the home producers’ surplus in all cases. While the feasibility
zones of each deal will remain unchanged, however the optimal choice may
be changed. We have considered only bilateral agreements in this paper,
which does not take care of multiple licensing being a possible collaboration
technique. Another possibility is that of a technology transfer even after the
deal of joint venture. The feasibility of such a contract has also not been
checked. In our analysis the existence of a foreign MNC is assumed to be his
torically given. However the prior entry decision may be strategic.
So one natural extension should be to examine the question of entry of
new foreign firms. Will the local government allow unconditional entry or
entry only through forming some collaborating arrangements with the local
firms? The local government may favor this policy because through a collab
orative arrangement the local firms might get an access to better technolo
gies and foreign markets. Consumers might benefit from the possible lower
ing prices.
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Appendix

Appendix A
Proof of Proposition 2.1:
From equations (2.5) and (2.6), \/c e (ch c*)9(JIT- 77^ is quadratic and con
tinuous in c with
( n T - n N )\c=c^ o ,

( n T - n N ) \ c__c. > o

and ^

^

^

|

C=C(> 0

Therefore Vc g (ch c*)y(JIT- 77스) > 0. But \/c e [c\c), n Tis constant. Hence
( n T- n N)\
c^ > 0

and ( n T- n N)\
c^ < 0

Also n N is quadratic and continuous in c. Therefore 3ctf c* < ct < c such that

n T> n N\/c e {cb ct)

Appendix B
Proof of Proposition 2.2:
From equations (2.5) and (2.8), (77M—77^ is quadratic and continuous in c.
Hence
{ n N - n M)[=Ci

>o, ( n N- n M)\c=, = o and ^( n ^ ~ nM )|c=c->o

Therefore, 3cmsuch that Me e {cm, c), merger is profitable.

Appendix C
Proof of Proposition 2.3:
When m = 2,
From equations (2.5) and (2.9) \/c e (cb c*) we get (JIJ - /7서) is quadratic
and continuous in c. Then
( n J - n N)\
c=Ci

<o and { n J - n N)\c=c. >o
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Therefore, 크다, ct < c; < c* such that Vc g (Cj, c*)，(J1j - n 1^) > 0. Also n J= n T
\/c e [c\c) and \/c e [c\ct) ，IJ T> n N (From appendix A). Similarly, \/c e [c\
(각) ，TIJ> n N. Therefore, Vc g (Cj, ct) ，n J> I J N.

When m > 3,
i n J - n N)\
c=Ci> o , ( n J - n N)\
c=c. > o

and

Again ( n J- n ^ ) is quadratic and continuous \/c e [cb c*). Therefore, (TPn 1^) is convex over the range (ch c*) and
d ( m

dc

)

C=Cl

Hence it has no root in that range. This implies that U ] and U N has no
intersection between (ch c*). Again TJJ= n T Vc e [c\c) and TJt > TIn \/c e
[c\c). Therefore, TV> n N\/ce [c\c). And, also W > n NVc e [ch c)

Appendix D
Proof of Proposition 2.4:
When m = 2,

(nT- n N)\c=Ci=o, (nJ- n M)\c__Ci>o, (nT- n j)\c=ci>0,
( n T- n J )

C=C

. = 0 and ^ (/7 ~77 ^

dc

.< 0
c= c

(n T- IP ) is quadratic and continuous in c. Hence \/c e (ch c*), (IJT-IT) > 0

(where s = N, M, J). Existence of c:< ct is obvious from the earlier appen
dices.
When m > 3,
( n r - n j )\
c=ci< 0, ( n T- n J )\
c__c. = o

and d(nT £--n--\c=c.

<o

n J - n Tis quadratic and continuous in c. Therefore, 크#, ct < c2 < cm，such

that \/c e (ch c2) ，n J > 777and \/c e (c2, c*)，n T> 77人Atcm9 I J T> IJ J. Hence,
cm> c2. Existence of c is obvious from the earlier appendices.
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Appendix E
Proof of Proposition 2.5:
We have
c=c. > 0
( ^ _ W ^)|C=C( = 0 and (W T- WN)\
d(W T- W N)\
dc
d(W T- w가
dc

<0

for m = 2

>0

for m > 3

W T- WN is quadratic and continuous in c. \/c e (ch c*),

For m = 2y
3ci, ci < c1
w<c\ such that \fcg {cl, c*), W T> WNy

and for m > 3,
Vce (ch c*),WT> W N.
Again for m > 2,
(W T- W N)

, >0, (W T- W N)\
C_ ,> 0 , and 3

c=c

ᅵ

~^

<0.

\

c^ > 0

dc2

For m>2,\/cG [c\ct) ，W T> WN.

Appendix F
Proof of Proposition 2.6:
If m = 2，
(W M- W w)| _( <0,

and ^

As (WM- W 1^) is quadratic and continuous in c，
\/c e (cm, c), WN-W M>0.
If m > 3,

0

(WM - WN)\C=CI > ，{WM (WM- W N)\
c=^ 0

and d(W

<

0，

c W )U >0~
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As (WM-

is quadratic and continuous in c，크

ct < cw< c\ such that

Ve g [cwf c)y W N> WM. Now for m > 4, at cm，W M > W N. Therefore, cw> cm.
For w = 3,

g (cm，c)yWN> WM. Thus for m = 2,\/c e {cm, c)f WN> WMh\xt

for m > 4, Vc e (cm, cw), WM> WN.

Appendix G
Proof of Proposition 7:
(W J - WN)\
C=CI > 0’ (W J -

> 0，

d(WJ - WN) r_r < 0A ， ~d \ W J -；--W N) > 0n
dc
'
dc 1

—--

J

d(WJ - W N) , > 0^
dc
c=c

and —--

As {WJ- W 1^) is quadratic and continuous in c, (WJ- W 1^) attains its mini
mum. But min(WJ- W1^) > 0. Therefore, {WJ-

has no root in the range

(c„ c*). Also Vc g (c\ct), WJ > WN. Hence Vc e (c,, ct), WJ > W N.

Appendix H
Proof of Proposition 8:
(WJ - W T)\
C=C[>0, (W J - W T)\
c_c. = 0 and 뿐

^

旷 ) ᄃ , < 0.

Again WJ - W Tis quadratic and continuous in c. Therefore \/c e (q ，c*)，
WJ > W T. And Vc g [c\ct) yWJ ^ W T.

